
Benchmark title - Dead After Dark (Sookie Stackhouse #1) by Charlaine Harris

This book was inspiration for TV series, True Blood.
Some read book after watching show - loved the show, despised the book. Did not reread for
today. Poorly written. One dimensional characters. So disappointing after show. Very dated -
published in May 2001. Didn’t like representations of gay characters. Romance fell flat partway
through. Won’t be continuing the series. One person found the “fluffiness” factor to be easy to
listen to in these times. On book 8 now. Romance factor is very light. Escapist. Totally mindless.

May mark some triggers - blood, molestation.

All the other women except Sookie were slut-shamed. Throughout series, Sookie has four
different partners. Originally read before #MeToo movement, which changes perspective, lens
for viewing. What consent means has changed (perception of consent?)

Sookie referring to herself as having a disability seems disrespectful today to those with other
conditions. Maybe used disability as a way to talk about people who are different. Harris’
treatment of this improves later in the series. Vampires are treated differently in other volumes.
Able-ism. Does Sookie call it a disability because she’s been made to see it that way by the way
others treat her?

One person noted that some of the better writers use the paranormal genre as a way to explore
what makes us human, rather than what makes us “other.”

How was book interpreted in original publication time?

Appeal factors really make a difference - if you really want the happy ever after, this isn’t the
book for you.

Paranormal romance vs urban fantasy - sometimes difficult to distinguish.

Recommendation - podcast called Hot and Bothered. Talking about Twilight right now.

Second Titles
Guilty Pleasures (Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter) by Laurel Hamilton
Is this true paranormal romance? There’s some romance - strip club, sexy guys - but no
relationship. More action and mystery, like Buffy the Vampire Slayer, than romance. More urban
fantasy. Anita is a reanimator (can reanimate corpses) and a vampire slayer. Sometimes works
with the police. A vampire asks her to help figure out who is killing high-up vampires, which is
weird because she’s a vampire slayer.

I Don’t Care if My Best Friend’s Mom is a Sasquatch...
By Lacey Noonan



Not good. Super weird. Jason falls in love with his best friend’s mom who is actually a
sasquatch. Spice factor is nuclear level! Big reveal at the end (spoiler alert) is that the mom is
not actually a sasquatch, she’s an alien.

Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater
Teen YA book part of series, Wolves of Mercy Hall. Werewolves. 2009. After Twilight. When
Grace is young she is pulled from swing by wolves, saved by one with yellow eyes. As a
teenager, the wolf (Sam) remembers her. As a human, he works in a local bookstore. Wolves
are being scapegoated. Lots of “othering.” Writing is better than Harris. Four in the series.
Different central couple in each. Relationship is main part of this story. Many adults also read
this. Good read-alike for Twilight fans.

Crescent City by Sarah J. Maas
First adult book by Sarah J. Maas. Set in alternate New Orleans, with fairies, angels,
shapeshifters, and other creatures who live there too. Tiers of society, each having own
creatures. Two best friends ready to make their “change” to officially become their immortal
creature character. The process requires another person to balance things out so they decide to
do it together, but then one of them is murdered. The plot becomes the search for the killer,
learning that friend was not who she seemed. Part of other murders in the city. Partners with a
fallen angel. Enemies to lovers story. Slow to start. Worth sticking with it.

Nice Girls Don’t Have Fangs by Molly Harper
First read in middle school. Jane, children's librarian, is fired and gets $25 gift card to a bar
instead of severance. Is shot on her way home after drinking, and turns into a vampire. World
building is better than Sookie books, and funnier.

Discovery of Witches by Deborah Harkness
Diana Bishop series. 3 books. Writing is very different than Sookie books. Serious tone and
elevated writing style. Lots of history. Meets Matthew Claremont, a vampire, who she later
marries. He’s a little creepy throughout. Set in Oxford, France, New York. Tone is dark. She is
followed a lot by supernatural beings after she calls up a manuscript; she’s a scholar doing
research at Oxford. Lots of characters and history - not a fast pace. More like the Outlander
series.
Very long books. Likeable balance between creatures. Diana is not as she first appears. She
doesn't lose strong sense of self. Interesting how her powers are revealed in the story.
Star-crossed lovers story. Well-paced for its length. Author is a historian and that comes out in
the writing and content. Might appeal to fans of literary fiction and fantasy.

Sorcerer to the Crown by Zen Cho
Hated the beginning, not sure if she’d finish. Zacharias is first person you meet and he’s so
boring and dull. He’s a black freed slave adopted by previous sorcerer. Set in England, 1800s.
Alternate history regency. Lighter tone than Discovery but with some dark elements. Might be
good for fans of Jane Austen and Regency. Kind of coming of age book for female character.
Definitely a romance but the “slowest of burns.” Culmination is more of a declaration than



anything physical. No sex scenes - do they even kiss? Similar to Jonathan Strange and Mr.
Norrell.

Stars of Fortune series by Nora Roberts
Good for people who like lighter tone. Characters are balanced in relationship. Easy to read in
one sitting. Different kinds of paranormal activity - ie characters can move through time or see
visions of future in dreams. Likeable characters, enjoyable to read about. Kind of a treasure
hunt, need to retrieve certain items to defeat goddesses. Medium spice level - more steamy
than overly explicit.

Also recommended:

Moonfall (for diverse characters)

Rebecca Roanhouse, author


